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Part 4 in the Summer Unplugged series. This is a novella at 22,000 words.Bayleigh graduates from

high school and with her boyfriend Jace by her side, she feels like life can't get any better. That is

until Jace and her mom suggest some plans for Bayleigh's future that she's not too thrilled about. As

long as she can win them over to seeing things her way, life will be great again. Or so she

thinks.The Entire SeriesBook 1 - Summer UnpluggedBook 2 - Autumn UnlockedBook 3 - Winter

UntoldBook 4 - Spring UnleashedBook 5 - The Beginning of Forever (a novel)Book 6 - Autumn

AdventureBook 7 - Winter WonderfulBook 8 - The Girl with my Heart (a novel from Jace's point of

view)Book 9 â€“ Autumn AwakeningBook 10 â€“ Winter WhirlwindPlus the spin-off series:The

Summer SeriesSummer AloneSummer TogetherSummer ApartSummer ForeverJettâ€™s

SeriesBelieve in MeBelieve in UsBelieve in Forever
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So far this has been a fine read. I would recommend this for either right- before- bed, or on the

beach, a quiet afternoon, etc. There are quite a few dynamic features to the story line. A few twists



and tunes, and the characters are pretty well developed. There are a few parts that could be edited

slightly better, but I do know most authors on here prefer for their readers to help them out in this

aspect.It was not hard reading by any means, but it was also not an elementary level book. Be

prepared for some love scenes. But honestly, sometimes they do add to the storyline, right?I hope

to either purchase more in this series (if there is one) or get the author motivated to write more! Not

that this was left with just a cliffhanger or anything, I have just loved how the storyline was

developed, and would love to know where this could head into the future. Knowing how the

characters have developed, interacted, and have grown leaves me with a lot of hope for more. I

always love series/ books where there is a spin- off into a similar setting, but with acquaintances

that the characters had, or will have.Overall, this is a great value and I would highly recommend it. It

is a great value for the price, and it simply cannot be beat! I will be purchasing more from this author

in the future, and look forward to new releases.

Finally!!!! last book. I was expecting a more mature Bayleigh but not same whinny/drama queen/

annoying/ pain in the butt girl. Nothing new there. Jace as always trying to kerp the peace and keep

Bayleigh to make something little sush a huge deal. That boy has the patience of a Saint and he will

need it if he'll stay with her.

Each of the books in the series is okay but not anything really special. They were entertaining

enough that I read and finished them all but not enough to inspire any strong feelings or make my

reread list. I can't really think of anything to praise or complain about.

This series [yes-this is my review for the whole series] was amazing!! The perfect mixture of

everything any teenager wants in a good romance novel. I fell in love with the characters and the

cute quotes in these books. The ending to this particular book was great, but would be perfect if it

was actually the real ring....[hope that doesn't give to much away....it probably will though...sorry

y'all!!!]The reason I gave this series 4 stars is because the books are ridiculously short!!!!! I totally

wish each one was longer; I finished all four in under 4 days [call me a nerd]! But then again: our

favorite series are usually over before we even know it, right?

This female lead is the worst I have ever read. She is an amazingly spoiled brat. Every "fiasco" she

has gotten herself into was remedied by crying and stomping her feet till she got what she wanted.

Unbelievable. I suppose if you are a seventeen-eighteen year old reading this you will have a much



easier time relating and may not find her so god forsakenly annoying.

Excellent

Bayleigh's jealousy and cheating imaginations about Jace is clearly what again make up the content

and plot of this book. Doesn't make a whole lot of sense.

What a pointless and stupid sequel - but I only have myself to blame for buying it. It followed the

same formula as the other 3 (except for the first novel which spent some time setting up the story).

Heroine loves the hero. Heroine then gets jealous for some trumped up, imaginary reason. She

sulks. Hero explains. It was all a stupid misunderstanding. and she forgives him. Over and over and

over again in all 4 books. There is no plot other than that. Quite simply a big waste of money and

time. The only good thing about this book was that it was really short.
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